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Carbon incorporation effects and 
reaction mechanism of FeOCl 
cathode materials for chloride ion 
batteries
Xiangyu Zhao1, Qiang Li2, Tingting Yu1, Meng Yang1, Karin Fink2 & Xiaodong Shen1,3

Metal oxychlorides are proved to be new cathode materials for chloride ion batteries. However, this 
kind of cathode materials is still in a very early stage of research and development. The obtained 
reversible capacity is low and the electrochemical reaction mechanism concerning chloride ion transfer 
is not clear. Herein, we report FeOCl/carbon composites prepared by mechanical milling of the as-
prepared FeOCl with carbon nanotube, carbon black or graphene nanoplatelets as cathode materials for 
chloride ion batteries. The electrochemical performance of the FeOCl electrode is evidently improved 
by the incorporation of graphene into the cathode. FeOCl/graphene cathode shows a high reversible 
capacity of 184 mAh g−1 based on the phase transformation between FeOCl and FeO. Two stages of this 
phase transformation are observed for the FeOCl cathode. New insight into the reaction mechanism of 
chloride ion dissociation of FeOCl is investigated by DFT + U + D2 calculations.

The research in rechargeable batteries is mainly focused on the electrochemical systems based on cation transfer 
such as Li+, Na+, Mg2+ 1–6. In spite of the cation batteries, new kinds of batteries using the O2

−, F− or Cl− anion 
for the electrochemical mass transfer have been reported recently7–11. Chloride ion battery shows high theoretical 
energy density, abundant material resources, high safety, and environmentally friendly features10,11, which fit the 
requirements for the development of new rechargeable battery systems. Moreover, Cl− anion was found to have 
high mobility and high reversibility in the magnesium battery using metal chloride as cathode12, although it has 
higher ionic radius than Li+, Na+, Mg2+, O2

− or F−.
A key challenge of chloride ion batteries is to develop cathode materials which are stable in the electrolytes. 

Metal oxychlorides, which show higher stabilty and lower volumetric change than metal chlorides during cycling, 
have been proposed to be new cathode materials for chloride ion batteries11,12. The feasibility of the metal oxy-
chloride cathodes has been proved in these first studys. However, the experimental discharge capacity is far from 
the corresponding theoretical discharge capacity. For instance, only about 30% of the theoretical discharge capac-
ity (249.7 mAh g−1) of the FeOCl cathode was obtained at the fifth cycle11. FeOCl is a low-dimensional Mott 
insulator and has a high electrical resistivity of 107 Ω ⋅ cm at ambient conditions13,14. Moreover, a large volume 
contraction (− 58.6%) or expansion (141.7%) can occur during the loss or return of chloride ion in FeOCl. The 
aforementioned low discharge capacity should be caused by the sluggish charge transfer and mass transfer of the 
FeOCl cathode during cycling. Therefore, the improvement on the conductivity and structural stability of the 
FeOCl cathode is necessary. Carbon material such as graphene15, carbon nanotube16, porous carbon17, carbon 
black18, activated carbon19 or their hybrid20 has been incorporated into the electrodes of rechargeable batteries. It 
could provide a conductive matrix and buffer volume change in the electrodes.

Herein, we report the FeOCl/carbon composite cathodes, which were prepared by mechanical milling the 
as-prepared pure FeOCl with graphene nanoplatelets (GN), carbon nanotube (CN) or carbon black (CB). The 
electrochemical performance and reaction mechanism of the FeOCl/carbon composite cathodes were investi-
gated. Part of FeOCl was decomposed into FeCl3 and Fe2O3 when milling pure FeOCl or the FeOCl with car-
bon black, while this decomposition was restrained when the carbon material of graphene nanoplatelets or 
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carbon nanotube was used during milling. The FeOCl/GN composite cathode shows a high reversible capacity 
of 184 mAh g−1 by the phase transformation between FeOCl and FeO. Two stages of this phase transforma-
tion were observed from the charge and discharge curves and the corresponding differential capacity plot. The 
DFT +  U +  D2 calculations have been performed to get an insight into the chloride ion dissociation process of 
FeOCl.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of the as-prepared FeOCl, the FeOCl/carbon composites and the mechanically 
milled FeOCl. All reflections of the as-prepared FeOCl, FeOCl/CN and FeOCl/GN can be indexed and assigned 
to the orthorhombic layered FeOCl phase (PDF card no. 72–619) with three characteristic peaks corresponding 
to (010), (110) and (021) planes. The crystal structure of FeOCl was maintained during mechanical milling (MM) 
when GN or CN was used. MM results in the broadening and drastic decrease in the intensity of the diffraction 
peaks, refining the grains of the FeOCl phase. For instance, the FeOCl/CN composite milled at 450 rpm (FeOCl/
CN-450) has an average grain size of 22 nm calculated according to the aforementioned three characteristic planes 
using the Scherrer equation, which is much smaller than 92 nm of the FeOCl/CN-250 sample. Furthermore, the 
large intensity of (010) plane indicates an orientation perpendicular to b-axis, facilitating the formation of a 
flake-like morphology during synthesis (Fig. 2a). The intensity ratio of the aforementioned three peaks is listed in 
Supplementary Table S1. MM reduced the intensity ratio; however, the FeOCl/CN and FeOCl/GN samples still 
shows high I(010)/I(110) and I(010)/I(021) values more than 2.5 and 2.2, respectively. Therefore, flake-like morphology 
was kept and nanosheets were formed after MM of FeOCl and CN or GN, as shown in Fig. 2b,c,e. The sample 
milled at a high speed possesses a smaller size. The EDS result for the FeOCl/GN sample in Fig. 2f demonstrates 
that the obtained FeOCl phase has a fine elemental composition. For the FeOCl/CB-450 sample, very fine grains 
of FeOCl phase were obtained after MM according to the weak and broad diffraction peaks (Fig. 1b). But the 
decomposition of FeOCl phase occurred because of the formation of α -Fe2O3 and FeCl3 phases. Similar decom-
position occurred when the as-prepared pure FeOCl was milled at the same condition. Carbon black cannot limit 
this decomposition. Note that the FeOCl/CB-450 sample shows a very low I(010)/I(110) or I(010)/I(021) value of about 
0.8 and accordingly a granular morphology. Maybe this is the caused by the decomposition of FeOCl, which pre-
fers to have a stable structure with an orientation along (010) plane. CN or GN contributed to a dominant fracture 
along the (010) plane during milling and thus the decomposition of FeOCl was restrained.

Figure 3 shows the discharge and charge curves of the FeOCl/Li electrode systems using different cathodes. 
The FeOCl/CN-250 cathode shows a discharge capacity of 103 mAh g−1, which is 41% of the theoretical capacity 
(249.7 mAh g−1), and a sloping discharge profile after activation (Fig. 3a). This low discharge capacity may be 
attributed to that part of FeOCl powders did not contribute to the electrochemical reaction. Some large FeOCl 
flakes without contact with CN could be found in Fig. 2b. Therefore, electrical contact would be blocked by these 
flakes and the utilization of the active material was limited. The FeOCl/CN sample prepared at a higher milling 
speed of 450 rpm possesses a better distribution between FeOCl and CN (Fig. 2c). Then the FeOCl/CN-450 cath-
ode has a higher discharge capacity of 165 mAh g−1. Moreover, this cathode exhibits the discharge and charge pro-
files with different stages instead of only sloping profiles for the FeOCl/CN-250 cathode. For the FeOCl/CB-450 
cathode, the sloping discharge and charge profiles are similar to those of the FeOCl/CB cathode prepared by a 
soft milling11. However, a maximum discharge capacity of only about 73 mAh g−1 and a low Coulombic efficiency 
of 46% were received at the first cycle. This may be caused by the decomposition of the FeOCl phase during the 
milling of FeOCl and CB (Fig. 1b), and thus the formation of Lewis acid FeCl3, which could be dissolved into the 
electrolyte by the formation of the soluble complex ion FeCl4

−. As a result, the amount of the active material was 
decreased and the structural stability of the electrode would be weakened, leading to a depressed electrochemical 
performance.

Figure 3d shows the discharge and charge curves of the FeOCl/GN-450/Li electrode system. The FeOCl/
GN-450 cathode shows a maximum discharge capacity of 184 mAh g−1 (73% of the theoretical discharge capacity) 

Figure 1. XRD patterns of the as-prepared FeOCl, the FeOCl/carbon composites and the mechanically 
milled FeOCl. 
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and a high Coulombic efficiency of 99% at the first cycle. Slight capacity decay was observed in the initial cycles. 
The electrochemical performance of the FeOCl electrode was evidently improved by the incorporation of 
graphene into the cathode by MM. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement was carried out 

Figure 2. SEM images of the as-prepared FeOCl and FeOCl/carbon compsites: (a) FeOCl; (b) FeOCl/CN-
250; (c) FeOCl/CN-450; (d) FeOCl/CB-450; and (e) FeOCl/GN-450. (f) the EDS pattern corresponding to the 
area in (e) of the FeOCl/GN-450 composite.

Figure 3. Discharge and charge curves (1st to 6th cycles, 10 mA g−1) of the FeOCl/Li electrode system using 
the electrolyte of 0.5M PP14Cl in PP14TFSI at 298 K: (a) FeOCl/CN-250 cathode; (b) FeOCl/CN-450 cathode; 
(c) FeOCl/CB-450 cathode; and (d) FeOCl/GN-450 cathode.
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for the FeOCl/Li electrode systems using different FeOCl cathodes before cycling. The FeOCl cathode was served 
as the working electrode. The electrochemical processes of all the electrode systems show a controlling-step of 
a mixed rate-determining process containing charge transfer and chloride ion diffusion steps. For instance, the 
Nyquist plots (Supplementary Fig. S1a) of the FeOCl/CN-250 electrode consist of three parts, a semicircle at 
high frequency, followed by a further semicircle and a straight line at low frequency. This is consistent with the 
corresponding Bode-phase plots (Supplementary Fig. S1b) with three time constants. The former semicircle is 
considered to be the contact resistance, the later semicircle may be related to the charge transfer process, and the 
straight line should be associated with the Warburg impedance by chloride ion diffusion. It is evident that the 
FeOCl/CB electrode shows the highest electrochemical resistance, which was reduced when CN or GN was used. 
The FeOCl/GN-450 electrode possesses the best electrochemical kinetic performance, contributing to superior 
discharge and charge properties (Fig. 3d).

A more distinct two-step electrochemical process could be found in both the discharge and charge profiles 
of the FeOCl/GN-450 cathode as compared with the FeOCl/CN-450 cathode. The capacity was almost equally 
divided into two parts for the two steps, respectively. Figure 4 shows the corresponding differential capacity 
curves of the discharge and charge curves in Fig. 3d. Two pairs of the redox peaks could be observed in first six 
cycles. The first reduction peak appears at 2.77 V and the corresponding oxidation peak is located at 2.94 V. The 
other redox couple shows an oxidation peak at 2.22 V, followed by a small reduction peak at 2.16 V and a large 
reduction peak at 2.05 V. Generally, a single reduction peak should be formed. This might be due to the difference 
in the particle size and also the contact with graphene. Probably some FeOCl flakes have smaller particle size 
and better contact with graphene after MM, resulting in a higher discharge voltage plateau at 2.16 V. This small 
discharge plateau was weakened during cycling and almost disappeared at the 6th cycle. It means the distribution 
of the FeOCl/graphene regions tends to be uniform during cycling and thus a single reduction peak was formed. 
Similar phenomenon has been reported in the FeF2/carbon cathode for lithium ion battery21.

The reversible chloride ion transfer at metal oxychloride cathode (BiOCl or FeOCl) side has been proved 
by STEM/EDS/EELS in our previous work11. However, the product after discharge of FeOCl or VOCl was not 
detected by XRD11,12. This may be due to the formation of amorphous and/or nanosized particles. XPS was used 
to verify the structural evolution in the FeOCl/GN-450 electrode before and after cycling. Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2P1/2 
main peaks corresponding to the as-prepared pure FeOCl (Supplementary Fig. S2) and FeOCl/GN-450 (Fig. 5 
and Supplementary Fig. S2) materials are located at 711.1 and 724.9 eV, respectively. When the FeOCl/GN-450/
Li electrode system was fully discharged, the peaks of the FeOCl/GN-450 cathode at 709.6 and 723.0 eV were 
observed and can be assigned to FeO (Fe2+) phase22. For the charged electrode, the same Fe 2p signal as that of the 
as-prepared FeOCl/GN-450 material is received, indicating the formation of FeOCl by the reaction between FeO 
and Cl− during charge and also the reversible reactions in the chloride ion battery.

FeOCl/Li electrode system shows a one-electron electrochemical reaction. However, a two-step electrochem-
ical process in both discharge and charge profiles (Fig. 3b,d) was obtained. Herein we employ DFT +  U +  D2 cal-
culations to get an insight into the two-step chloride ion dissociation of FeOCl. The calculated lattice parameters 
of FeOCl have been improved in our previous work and agree well with the experimental data12. Each Fe3+ is coor-
dinated with four oxygen ions and two chloride ions, and two neighboring ions are coupled anti-ferromagneticly 

Figure 4. Differential capacity curves corresponding to the discharge and charge curves (Fig. 3d) of the 
FeOCl/GN-450/Li electrode system. 
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to form a ground state without magnetism. A 2 × 1 ×  2 super cell Fe8O8Clx (x =  0–8) was chosen to simulate the 
chloride ion dissociation process (Fig. 6).

We start with the removal of chloride ion 1 (Cl1) from Fe8O8Cl8 (perfect FeOCl crystal structure) in Fig. 6. The 
charges of two iron ions which connect to Cl1 are decreased by 0.17e− according to the Bader charge analysis23–25. 
The reduced iron ions then move inward to the oxygen row, resulting in an increase in the lattice parameter a by 
about 0.2 Å, while the other two lattice parameters are barely changed. Another consequence is the interaction 
between the reduced iron ions and the neighboring chloride ions, Cl5 for example, is weakened. The calculated 
electrostatic potential energy based on equation (1) of Cl5 is − 5.86 eV, which is much higher than − 8.46, − 8.76, 
− 8.01, − 7.39, − 7.34 and − 7.83 eV of Cl2, Cl3, Cl4, Cl6, Cl7 and Cl8, respectively. This indicates that Cl5 is less 
stable and thus the next dissociative chloride ion prefers to be Cl5. The chloride ions in the whole c-row (Cl1-Cl5) 
would dissociate subsequently (25% chloride ion dissociation). Then the neighboring Fe-row would be reduced 
and move towards to the adjacent oxygen row. The whole framework of FeOCl (Fe8O8Cl6), however, is almost 
unchanged; the lattice parameters b and c stay the same.

We then remove another c-row of chloride ions from our model system (Fe8O8Cl4, 50% chloride ion dis-
sociation). The b-parameter drops dramatically by about 2 Å (Fig. 7); a and c parameters are slightly changed. 
-Fe-O- planes tend to be formed, since the reduced iron ions keep moving to oxygen rows. For the Fe8O8Cl2 (75% 
chloride ion dissociation) model, the transformation from FeOCl to FeO is almost finished. The b-parameter is 
decreased further and a,c-parameters are evidently increased to form Fe2+O2+ rows. In the end, a rock salt type 
FeO structure is obtained after fully dechlorination. Each iron ion connects to six oxygen ions, occupying an 
octahedral site. The optimized lattice parameter of FeO is 4.35 Å, which agrees well with the experimental data 
4.30 Å26. This two-step chloride ion dissociation process is in accordance with the result of the electrochemical 
test.

Conclusion
In summary, FeOCl/carbon composites have been prepared by mechanical milling the as-prepared FeOCl with 
carbon nanotube, carbon black or graphene nanoplatelets. The decomposition of part of FeOCl into Fe2O3 and 
FeCl3 during MM was restrained when carbon nanotube or graphene nanoplatelets was used. Graphene incorpo-
rated into the FeOCl cathode contributed to an improvement in the electrochemical kinetic performance and the 
obtained FeOCl/GN-450 cathode shows a high reversible capacity of 184 mAh g−1. This reversible reaction was 
proved to be according to the phase transformation between FeOCl and FeO by XPS. Moreover, the incorporation 
of carbon nanotube or graphene into the FeOCl cathode could result in a change in the discharge and charge pro-
files. The FeOCl/GN-450 cathode exhibits a distinct two-step discharge and charge process. New insight into the 
reaction mechanism of the chloride ion dissociation of FeOCl was investigated by DFT +  U +  D2 calculations, 
which show that one of the chlorine layers in FeOCl dissociates first, leading to a drastic decrease in the lattice 
parameter b of FeOCl. Then the loss of the other chlorine layer results in the formation of FeO.

Methods
Synthesis of Materials. The preparation of FeOCl using a chemical vapor transport method has been 
reported in our previous work11. FeOCl/carbon composite materials were fabricated by mechanical milling 1 g 
of the as-prepared FeOCl and 20 mass % graphene nanoplatelets aggregates (GN, Alfa Aesar), carbon nanotube 
(CN, Shanghai ANT) or carbon black (CB, Alfa Aesar) using a 50 ml agate vial with agate balls (10 and 6 mm in 
diameter) under an argon atmosphere. The ball to powder ratio was 40:1. The milling was performed in a plan-
etary mill with a rotation speed of 250 or 450 rpm and the milling time was 10 h. The anhydrous ionic liquids 

Figure 5. XPS region spectra of Fe 2p in the FeOCl/GN-450 cathode before and after cycling. 
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Figure 6. Optimized bulk structure of Fe8O8Clx (x = 0–8; Fe, bule; O, red; Cl, green) by DFT + U + D2. Top: 
Fe8O8Cl8; middle: Fe8O8Cl4 and Fe8O8Cl2; bottom: Fe8O8.

Figure 7. Changes in lattice parameters b and c upon removal of chloride ion from Fe8O8Clx. 
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of 1-Butyl-1-methylpiperidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (PP14TFSI, 99%, IoLiTech) and 1-Butyl-1-
methylpiperidinium chloride (PP14Cl, 99%, IoLiTech) were all dried at 358 K for 72 h under vacuum.

Structural analysis and electrochemical tests. X-ray Powder diffraction (XRD) was performed using 
a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer with Cu-Kα  radiation. The morphology and composition of the sample 
were characterized by a field-emission scanning electron microscopy (Ultra55 FE-SEM) incorporated with an 
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were con-
ducted using a K-Alpha (Thermo Scientific) spectrometer with Al Ka radiation as the X-ray source. The vacuum 
in the analyzer chamber was kept at about 1 ×  10−9 mbar during the measurements. The C 1s line with a binding 
energy of 284.8 eV was used as a standard.

Electrochemical measurements were conducted using coin cells (CR2032) with lithium metal (Alfa Aesar) 
as anode. The cathode electrodes were fabricated by mixing as-synthesized material, PVDF, and carbon black in 
the mass ratio of 80:10:10. N-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) was used as the solvent for PVDF to get homoge-
neous slurry, which was spread on a stainless steel (SS) foil and dried on hot plate at 373 K for 20 h. A mixture of 
0.5 M PP14Cl in PP14TFSI was used as electrolyte. Celgard 2400 film was used as separator. Discharge and charge 
tests were carried out galvanostatically at 10 mA g−1 over a voltage range between 1.6 and 3.5 V by using Arbin 
BT2000 multi-channel battery testing system at 298 K. The specific capacities were calculated according to the 
corresponding active material of the cathode electrode. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data were 
collected in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 10 mHz with an ac amplitude of 10 mV under a CHI660D elec-
trochemical workstation.

DFT calculations. We follow our previous work27, where we obtained the calculated lattice parameters 
(a =  3.851 Å, b =  8.050 Å and c =  3.298 Å) of FeOCl, which agree well with the experimental data. All of the 
spin-polarized density-functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the Vienna ab initio Simulation 
Package (VASP)28–30. The generalized gradient approximation with the functional described by Perdew et al. 
(GGA-PBE) was used for all calculations31. The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method is applied to describe 
the wavefunctions in the core regions32,33, while the valence wavefunctions are expanded as linear combination 
of plane-waves with a cutoff energy of 550 eV. The on-site Coulomb interactions were included only for strongly 
correlated Fe 3d electrons34,35, with an effective U value of 4.636. DFT-D2 approaches were employed for the 
long-range dispersion corrections37–39.

Our unit cell for simulating the dissociation process is restrained to Fe8O8Clx (x =  0–8), the Brillouin zone 
was sampled with a (3 ×  3 ×  3) Monkhorst-Pack mesh of k-points40, which have been tested with respect to total 
energy of the system. In the optimization of the lattice constants, we always fix two lattice constants and optimize 
the third one; this was done iteratively until the changes were less than 0.02 Å.

Electrostatic potential energy is calculated upon the formula as follow,

∑=
( )

kE
q q

r 1
a e

j

a j

aj

where ke represents the Coulombic constant, j is the index for the point charges within a point charge field, which 
has been extended from an optimized unit cell consisting of 81000 point charges.
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